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”No gimmicks needed here, this jazz is cooking.”

TIMO LASSY is one of the leading artists in the vivid Helsinki jazz scene. The composer and sax 
player was recently noted as a "Rising Star" in the veritable jazz bible Downbeat, and his quintet 
ensemble, the Timo Lassy Band, was dubbed "one of Europe's sharpest bands" by The Sunday 
Times in the UK.

Hot on the heels of the fourth Lassy LP to date, "Live With Lassy" (Schema 2014), the band has 
taken their no-nonsense cooking session on the road with remarkable results. Constantly selling 
out shows in his native Finland, Lassy is on the verge of becoming a force to be reckoned with on 
the international jazz circuit as well.

The Timo Lassy Band includes members of several hard-hitting and well-proven ensembles, most 
notably The Five Corners Quintet, the most successful Finnish jazz oufit to date and also the alma 
mater of Lassy himself. Live, the Timo Lassy Band excels in getting into the mood of hard-
swinging jazz with gusto galore. The band is brimming with innovation, making this music very 
much "the art of now".

In addition to being a sought-after jazz artist, Timo Lassy is also one of the two founders and 
owners of We Jazz Ltd, a Helsinki-based creative agency known for their knack of introducing 
new ways of perceiving jazz as an art form. The largest We Jazz project to date took place in 
December, as a new week-long festival event in Helsinki was introduced with great success.

CONTACT

FINLAND: We Jazz Ltd | agency@wejazz.fi

INTL: Electric Chair Marketing & Consulting
Soenke Lohse | soenke@electricchair.de

RECORD LABEL: Schema Records
www.ishtar.it | info@ishtar.it
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